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Happy Soul Train Friday https://bit.ly/3a0EM0s  
Is that Rosie Perez kicking off the line dance? Also looks like Scottie Pippen’s brother at 42 sec mark. Stevie 
Pippen? All-male dance off near the end is kind of weird. 
 
US Futures-World Markets: US equity futures trade lower as we end the week. The market tried to selloff 
yesterday, but BTFD (definition https://bit.ly/377m4Cs ) mentality remained. Will they step in and buy them 
again today? Pfizer’s vaccine received preliminary approval for emergency use authorization last evening. 
Disney is +7% pre-market on a stellar forecast for their streaming business. Is anyone shocked stimulus talks 
in DC face fresh setbacks? People are starving and they’re still fighting. EU-UK officials have until Sunday 
night to reach a trade deal resolution. I’d love to play poker with all of the active participants in these Brexit 
negotiations. Both sides hold J-7 off suit at this point.  S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -21.10, 10-Yr Yield: 
0.889%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Sanofi and GlaxoSmithKline said clinical trials of their COVID-19 vaccine showed an insufficient 
immune response in older people, delaying its launch to late next year and marking a setback in the 
global fight against the pandemic.-Reuters 

 Zurich Insurance and Farmers Exchanges have agreed to buy MetLife's U.S. property and casualty 
business for $3.94 billion, the insurers said, after the COVID-19 pandemic made motor and home 
insurers more profitable.-Reuters 

 Britain is more likely to leave the European Union's orbit on Dec. 31 without a trade deal than with an 
agreement, an EU official quoted the head of the European Commission as telling the bloc's 27 
national leaders.-Reuters 

 Top Senate Republicans signaled Thursday they wouldn’t accept a bipartisan congressional group’s 
efforts to craft a compromise on state and local governments and liability protections during the 
pandemic.-WSJ 

 Amazon wants to train 29M people to work in cloud computing, a effort geared toward those who 
aren’t already employed by Amazon that aims to equip people around the world with the skills needed 
to work for companies seeking high-tech workers.-WSJ 

 Nursing-home residents would benefit most from a Covid-19 vaccine, but they are proving the 
hardest to reach with the new shot, a sign that “last mile” efforts to deliver the shots will remain a 
major challenge.-WSJ 

 Attorney General William Barr knew about a set of investigations involving Hunter Biden’s business 
and financial dealings since at least this spring, but attempted to avoid their public disclosure during 
the election campaign.-WSJ 

 Russia is finding it hard to manufacture large quantities of its two-shot Covid-19 vaccine, Sputnik V, 
and expects to produce just two million doses by the end of the year, down from the 30M promised 
over the summer.-WSJ (I still laugh at the Sputnik name) 

 In midtown Manhattan, the damage caused by the empty office towers and store closures is far more 
significant than many experts had predicted early in the crisis, prompting the real estate industry to 
consider turning some office space into housing.-NYT 
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 Joe Biden is facing pressure from congressional Democrats to cancel student loan debt on a vast 
scale, quickly and by executive action, a campaign that will be one of the first tests of his relationship 
with the liberal wing of his party.-WSJ (I will lose my mind if this happens.) 

 TSLA chief Elon Musk thinks too many American companies are run by business-school graduates who 
care more about numbers than delivering for their customers, and that executives should spend less 
time on board meetings and financials.-NYP 

 UK prime minister Boris Johnson warned Britain to prepare for a no-deal Brexit, saying there was a 
“strong possibility” that talks would fail and that Brussels wanted to keep the country “locked in the 
EU’s orbit.” -FT 

Interesting Reads/Charts: 
 Inc.: Warren Buffet on the value of your reputation https://bit.ly/37RgBz9 (thx Duke) 
 Vox: How to conquer pandemic winter dread https://bit.ly/373z2RW (There is an answer that doesn’t 

include more wine?) 
 The Guardian: Can you teach your dog to talk? https://bit.ly/342bdYN  

 
The rotation into smaller stocks continues. 

• Equal-weight S&P 500: 
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• Small caps: 
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The post-IPO basket of stocks is up nearly 120% this year. (Who could have guessed that stock issuance would be this 
massive during a pandemic?) 
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And the index of stocks loved by retail investors is up over 80%. (Retail investors have changed the investing game 
during this rally off the March lows.) 

 
 
 
The US broad money supply is up 25% from a year ago. Many analysts believe that this is a key 
reason for the dramatic stock market rally this year. Of course, large numbers of young investors 
working or studying from home (after receiving government checks this spring) also helped. 
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Tesla’s addition to the S&P 500 will meaningfully boost the forward P/E ratio of the index. (Any 
mention of the S&P’s PE ratio going forward should also include a stat minus Tesla.) 

 
Source: @PhilipJagd    
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Despite the rally in value stocks, the value-growth forward P/E (valuation) gap is still massive. (Dead 
cat bounce for value stocks or will see continued mean reversion?) 

 
Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML    
 
Tight inventories gave inflation a boost. Many of the goods related to housing and autos, have 
experienced rapid price gains. 
  

• Furniture: 
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• Appliances: 

 
Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics    
  

• New vehicles: 
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Rent inflation continues to soften. 
– Year-over-year: 
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The US dollar continues to drift lower, which will boost import prices. 
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US household net worth rose sharply last quarter amid strong gains in home prices and stocks. 
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Bitcoin is back below $18k amid some profit-taking. 

 
Source: barchart.com    
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Bloomberg’s commodity index hit a multi-year high. 

 
Source: @markets   Read full article   
 
Brent futures are above $50/bbl, with the RSI indicator in overbought territory. 
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• Oil prices have been strong despite renewed lockdown measures in the US and Europe. 

 
Source: BCA Research    
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Which countries are at ease with having women in charge? 

 
Source: @BloombergQuint   Read full article   

Going hungry: (very sad chart to look at this holiday season) 

 
Source: The Washington Post   Read full article   
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DoorDash’s market value vs. the same for several large restaurant chains (combined): 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article    

 
 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
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